The near-infrared and visible wavelength spectrum of the water dimer is considered to be the major contributor to the so-called water continuum at these wavelengths. However, theoretical models of this spectrum require the simultaneous treatment of both monomer and dimer excitations. A model for treating this problem is proposed which is based upon a Franck-Condon-like separation between the monomer and dimer vibrational motions. In this model, one of the monomers is treated as the chromophore and its absorption is assumed to be given by its, possibly perturbed, vibrational band intensity. The main computational issue is the treatment of separate monomer and dimer motions. Various approaches for obtaining dimer vibration-rotation tunnelling spectra that allow for monomer motion are explored. These approaches include ways of treating the adiabatic separation of dimer vibrational modes from monomer vibrational modes. We classify the adiabatic separation methods under four main approaches: namely fixed-geometry, freemonomer, perturbed-monomer and coupled-monomer methods. The latter being the most computationally expensive as the monomer wave functions are dependent on the dimer coordinates. For each of these approaches, expectation values over the full potential are calculated for the given monomer vibrational wave functions. Various full (named VAP 2pD in the text) and partial (VAP (+p)D) averaging techniques are outlined to calculate the vibrationally averaged, monomer state-dependent, dimer interaction potentials. The computational costs associated with application of these techniques to the water dimer are estimated and the prospects for full calculations based on this approach are assessed.
Introduction
The absorption of water dimers at near-infrared and visible wavelengths is extremely topical because of their importance for the atmospheric water continuum [1, 2] . In this work, we propose a theoretical model for addressing this issue from first principles.
The absorption of light by dimers at microwave and far-infrared wavelengths has been well studied both experimentally and theoretically. From a theoretical point of view, spectroscopic studies in this region can generally be simplified *Author for correspondence (j.tennyson@ucl.ac.uk).
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This journal is © 2012 The Royal Society by assuming that the modes being excited are purely dimer ones and therefore significant changes in the monomer configuration need not be considered. However, modelling the absorption properties of dimers at near-infrared and visible wavelengths is much less straightforward. The absorption of a highfrequency photon presents a much more demanding problem as the majority of the energy gained by the system will inevitably end up in one of the monomers. Indeed, it is likely that for such absorptions, the monomer will act as the main chromophore for the process with the dimer modes providing fine structure for any transition. Under these circumstances, any theoretical model has to consider both the motions of the monomer, and how these motions couple with the dimer motions.
For definiteness, we consider only dimers formed between similar species. Consider such a dimer formed by two nonlinear N -atomic molecules. The dimer will have 6N − 6 vibrational modes which can be partitioned as 3N − 6 (= p, later) vibrational modes associated with each monomer and six dimer modes. It would seem that to treat the situation where a monomer is vibrationally excited in a spectrum, it would be necessary to treat at least 3N and possibly all 6N − 6 modes simultaneously. However, this is undesirable, not only because of the huge computational cost of such an undertaking for all but a few simple systems, but also because the weak binding between most dimers means that a monomer vibrational excitation contains enough energy to dissociate the dimer. In other words, the monomer excitation lies in the continuum of the dimer states. The coupling between these modes is important for studies of pre-dissociation [3] but an additional complication one would want to avoid in calculating a simple absorption spectra.
A full-dimensional and computationally feasible solution to the dimer nuclear motion problem is provided by diffusion Monte Carlo methods [4] [5] [6] . However, these are only really useful for a few very low-lying states because of the inability of the method to correctly predict nodal structures in wave functions. On the other hand, adiabatic separation methods that have been applied for some smaller polyatomic clusters exist [7] [8] [9] [10] . In particular, methods such as MULTIMODE by Bowman et al. [11] [12] [13] and the harmonically coupled anharmonic oscillator methods by Kjaergarrd et al. [8, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] have been used to describe vibrationrotation-tunnelling (VRT) states in small polyatomic clusters including the water dimer. These methods decouple the modes to make the calculations tractable. However, to improve on our current understanding of the water continuum, new spectroscopic methods and high-quality potential energy surfaces are necessary to probe the vibrational fine structure induced by the transitions between dimer states from excited monomers. For example, using the harmonically coupled anharmonic oscillator method to predict absorption for the water dimer [15] produces features which are not observed experimentally [19, 20] .
Some time ago, Brocks et al. [21] derived a general Hamiltonian for treating the nuclear motion problem given by molecule A forming a dimer with molecule B. This Hamiltonian assumes, for purposes of defining the kinetic energy operator, that molecules A and B keep their own identity in forming the cluster, but is otherwise perfectly general. This Hamiltonian has subsequently been widely used as the basis for treating dimer nuclear motion problems such as those implied by the atmospherically important water dimer [9, 10, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] and other polyatomic dimers [35, 36] .
In this paper, we discuss strategies for treating the dimer overtone problem by partitioning the problem along lines similar to the work of Brocks et al. Key to this strategy is a Franck-Condon-like treatment of the overtone spectrum and a final nuclear motion problem that requires only the treating of the six dimer vibrational modes. The appropriate kinetic energy operators are thus provided by the Hamiltonian of Brocks et al. and the question comes down to the choice of (i) separation between monomer and dimer modes, (ii) characterization of the chromophore and its band intensity, and (iii) an appropriate potential energy function to be used for the dimer. Here, we make suggestions for each of these and, in particular, consider a number of possible ways of computing effective six-dimensional dimer potentials that allow for the monomer motions. This step tends to dominate the computation, so methods are assessed according to their computational cost and their efficacy for the water dimer problem.
A Franck-Condon-like model for the overtone spectrum
The line strength for a transition from dimer state m to dimer state n can be written
where the wave functions in the bra-ket are for all 6N − 6 dimer vibrational modes of the upper and lower state, respectively, plus the three modes associated with the rotation of the whole molecule and m is the appropriate dipole moment. The p-dimensional monomer coordinates within the dimer can be labelled as Q A and Q B , and the six dimer coordinates R. In the Hamiltonian of Brocks et al. [21] , these dimer modes correspond to three Euler angles for each monomer ({a 1 , b 1 , g 1 } and {a 2 , b 2 , g 2 }) and a distance R between the centre-of-mass of each molecule. However, only five of the Euler angles are required to describe the orientation of one monomer with respect to the other.
Our model starts by making an adiabatic separation of dimer and monomer modes, and therefore, assuming that one can distinguish between the modes in each of the monomers, the six dimer internal vibrations and the overall rotations. In this case, expression (2.1) can be re-written
where |i and |j are the wave functions of monomers A and B, respectively, and |d are the dimer internal coordinates. How these wave functions can be best determined is considered in the next section. H mn is a factor representing the overall rotation. These factors are usually known as Hönl-London factors. In reality, the overtone spectra we wish to consider are not rotationally resolved at atmospheric temperatures and pressures. This term is therefore likely to be replaced by a rotational band parameter in practical calculations. For high overtone spectra, it is likely that the transition intensity for photon absorption is dominated by the transition within a single monomer. This is particularly true of a molecule like the water dimer as water monomer has strong absorption features all the way through the infrared and well into the visible.
With this assumption, one can rewrite equation (2.2) as
where it has been assumed that monomer A, represented by wave function |i , acts as the chromophore. If this is true, then monomer B is unchanged by the transition meaning |j m = |j n and | j m |j n | 2 = 1. This yields our final expression for the transition intensity of an overtone band:
where | d m |d n | 2 is the overlap of dimer modes between dimers whose monomers are in different vibrational states. This term is our equivalent of a FranckCondon factor and accounts for the vibrational fine structure in a given overtone band. The expression (2.4) neglects the rotational fine structure. The underlying intensity of the transition is given by the monomer vibrational band intensity
The following sections discuss possible ways of calculating these various terms.
Our Franck-Condon model neglects, or at least approximates, couplings between the different classes of modes within the dimer represented by |d , |i A and |j B . One can expect this separation to become more reliable as the degree of excitation of the monomer increases. Thus, our model should be best at representing dimer absorption at near-infrared and visible wavelengths. However, the dipole moment changes significantly in the dimer environment and therefore m used to calculate the mononer vibrational band intensity cannot be simply that of the isolated monomer. This issue is explored below.
Effective potentials (a) Potential averaging
In order to perform the adiabatic separation discussed above, one requires an effective, six-dimensional interaction potential, V 6D eff,i A j B (R), which is calculated as the expectation value of the global, (6N − 6)-dimensional potential,
for monomer vibrational states |i A and |j B . The monomer wave functions are solutions of the rotationless problem
and
with an appropriate choice of potential; Q 0 A and Q 0 B are appropriate reference geometries which will be discussed further below. This leads to a set of (i A j B ) monomer vibrational state-dependent effective potentials which are the input for six-dimensional dimer nuclear motion calculations. 1. The fixed-geometry approach where one uses fixed monomer coordinates in the potential evaluation. Rather than averaging the potential, the potential is evaluated at vibrationally averaged geometries
instead. The approach has been widely recommended for studying the dimers formed by two monomers in their vibrational ground state (Q 0 ). However, it is less obvious that this approach is appropriate for vibrationally excited monomers. We label this method fixed-geometry VGS (for vibrational ground state). One may also use the equilibrium geometry Q e for such studies. The use of the equilibrium geometry is, of course, only useful for systems where the monomers are not excited. We label this method fixed-geometry EQ (for equilibrium geometry). 2. The free-monomer approach uses the same unperturbed (free) monomer wave functions at every point. Full-averaging over monomer internal coordinates Q A and Q B means treating monomer states |i A and |j B simultaneously. These states are not R-dependent: the free monomer wave functions are calculated for the potential with R = ∞, which may be say 100.0a 0 for practical purposes. 3. The perturbed-monomer approach: as the monomer wave functions are influenced by the dimer environment, a simple improvement to the freemonomer approach is to use monomer wave functions computed as some fixed dimer geometry. Here, the monomer wave functions are calculated for the potential with R = R min , or one may consider some other cut through the full potential. 4. The coupled-monomer approach where the perturbed monomer wave functions are calculated at each R point.
Once the monomer wave functions have been calculated using one of the approaches 2, 3 or 4 above, the next consideration is how to perform the average over the calculated states. Two choices exist. 
where the monomer wave functions are assumed to be normalized. 
which involves averaging over monomer internal coordinates Q A and Q B for monomer states j i A and j j B separately. This is only a partial averaging scheme as the averaging is performed over each molecule separately and so it is only an approximation to the full adiabatic separation method. The expansion point for each monomer may be chosen as Q X = Q 0 , Q e or Q min . The first approach is probably the most physically accurate. The first two choices require less computation as they are not R-dependent, although one may consider computing the vibrationally averaged ground state geometry to be computed at each R-point. Leforestier [10] , for example, expanded around Q min , which is chosen as the minimum, i.e. similar to using Q e , but for the dimer configuration under consideration.
What is generally required for dimer VRT level calculations is the interaction potential defined as the energy of the system minus the energy of the parts in the same state. The expression for the actual effective potential, as given by equation (3.1), must therefore be adjusted to give the effective interaction potential:
where V full (Q A , Q B ; ∞) is the energy of the dissociated dimer. The total energy requires the monomer excited states |i A and |j B to be calculated for monomers A and B, respectively. Since, generally, the monomers relax in the dimer environment, the monomer states |i A and |j B are usually not equal to |i A and |i B , respectively. The exception is when the free monomer wave functions are used to average the potential on the dimer grid in the free-monomer approach. This approach has been used by us previously for the water dimer [37] . In practice, we found that actual water dimer potentials were less numerically stable for excitation of both monomers at large distance. Therefore, it was necessary to expand the reference energy to obtain
which gave a more numerically stable expression for the interaction energy.
(b) Corrections to the potential
As implied above, the potential energy surface (PES) for a dimer can be considered to comprise three terms: potentials owing to the isolated monomers, an interaction potential between the two frozen dimers and the remaining cross terms. It is usually possible to obtain much more accurate PESs for the monomer and dimer interaction terms. These can be incorporated into a full PES as corrections. In particular, creating overtone spectra for dimers requires a potential which accurately describes the monomer motion. To correct any dimer potential, one may add corrections [37, 38] for each monomer dV M (Q A ) and dV M (Q B ) as well as a possible correction for the six-dimensional dimer PES, dV 6D (R). These are included as
where
The monomer corrections predict much better band origins when compared with experiment, as well as providing a more accurate barrier to linearity [37, 38] . Note that the Q e geometry corresponds to the minimum on the monomer surface, which is not the same as the monomer minimum on the full dimer surface. The monomer minimum must be used in the corrections for them to be consistent.
In the free-monomer and perturbed-monomer methods, the monomer states are not R-dependent, so that i A |dV 3D (Q A )|i A and j B |dV 3D (Q B )|j B can be calculated once and added a posteriori to the interaction potential. In the freemonomer approach, the monomer corrections in the interaction energy expression simply cancel so that one only needs to average the original, uncorrected PES [37] .
In contrast, in the coupled-monomer method, the monomer corrections must be calculated at each dimer grid point as the states themselves are R-dependent.
A dimer correction may also be desirable since a better six-dimensional dimer potential may exist, which is able to describe more accurately the stationary points as well as the dimer vibration-rotation states [32] . The dimer correction takes the form dV
This correction is independent of the monomer wave functions j i A and j j B and so can be added after the averaging has been performed.
(c) Computational considerations
For simplicity, we assume that the monomer wave functions can be generated reasonably quickly on a grid, such as one given by a discrete variable representation (DVR) procedure. Below, we assume that m grid points are required to specify each monomer wave function and a grid of M points are needed to specify the effective six-dimensional potential for dimer nuclear motion calculations. Table 1 gives illustrative numbers for the case of the water dimer, where a dimer grid of M = 2 893 401 has been found to be adequate in previous studies [34] and monomer grids based on the number of radial grid points (n r ) and number of angular points (n q ), which are needed depending on the range of excited states to be considered. For water m = n q n 2 r or n q (n r /2)(n r + 1) if symmetry is used.
(i) The geometrically averaged approach
The coordinate averaging required by this approach is straightforward and takes much less computer time than the potential averaging methods discussed below.
(ii) The free-monomer approach
In the free-monomer approach, the monomer eigenproblem is solved once. The potential is averaged over the unperturbed monomer wave functions of the monomers at each dimer grid point, so that we have m 2 potential evaluations for each of the M dimer points for the full averaging; and 2m potential evaluations for each dimer point in the partial-averaging scheme. It should be noted that the averaging calculations at each dimer grid point are completely independent from one another, which is an ideal case for grid computing.
From the above analysis, it is clear the partial-average method is significantly cheaper, both in time and memory requirements. As can be seen from table 1, any attempt to store all of the potential points with the full approach would be unfeasible. To avoid storing these, the full six-dimensional averaging can be performed on-the-fly at each dimer point, R i . All the potential evaluations V full (Q A , Q B , R i ) are then discarded and only the averaged points, V 6D eff,i A j B (R i ), stored. This method has the disadvantage that it only allows limited a posteriori adjustments to the potential. However, in this scheme, the memory required for each average becomes quite small, shown by the space required per point in table 1. We have implemented a procedure for performing these calculations using the CONDOR [39, 40] protocol which allows the effective interaction potential calculations at each dimer grid point to be evaluated in a completely delocalized fashion across a large number of essentially uncoupled personal computers.
(iii) The perturbed-monomer approach
From a computational perspective, perturbed-monomer calculations are a straightforward generalization of the free-monomer approach above with the possible exception of symmetry considerations. If the monomers are in the same vibrational state, say the vibrational ground state (|00 ), then there is a clear interchange symmetry between the two monomers. However, if one monomer is excited, then whether there is symmetry between |i0 and |0i depends on the time scale for interchange between the two dimers. Experience with the water dimer, where the two monomers exist in different environments, suggests this interchange between the two to be much less significant [41] , so that we do not consider it here. This leads to a significant reduction in symmetry with consequent increase in computer resources. In the case of the water dimer, the symmetry drops from G 16 to G 4 . The extra couplings implied by this reduction in symmetry have not Table 1 [10] . In this reference, the donoracceptor interchange was not permitted but (at variance with our method) the donor hydrogen interchange was, resulting in G 8 symmetry.
(iv) The coupled-monomer approach
This approach uses the solution of the monomer eigenproblems at each dimer grid point, R i . The procedure requires:
-fixing the geometry of monomer A at some reference geometry Q 0 A , such as the vibrational ground state geometry, 0|Q A |0 . This avoids the additional expense of performing the minimization calculations at each dimer grid point [10] . One can then solve the eigenproblem for monomer B; -calculate the expectation value of the potential for all states |0 A j B ; and -repeat for monomer A with B frozen.
Solving the monomer eigenproblems at infinity and calculating the averaged potential at infinity for all states |i A 0 B and |0 A j B need only be performed once.
The calculation of the wave functions at each point comes at a significant additional cost: for the water acceptor calculations, 2 893 401× ∼ 1 s = 33 CPU days are required; and the donor calculations require much longer at around 2 893 401 × 14 s = 469 CPU days. We implemented an algorithm which performs each of the required steps distributed across University College London's Legion high-performance computing service. Again, we performed the averaging on-thefly and the calculations took around three weeks on approximately 600 CPUs. The additional cost of full six-dimensional averaging approximately doubles the computational requirements. Therefore, the (3 + 3)-dimensional-averaging method has a significant computational advantage.
Methodology (a) Water dimer nuclear motion
For actual calculations on the water dimer, we use the full-dimensional HBB2 potential [42] with a monomer correction given by the Shirin et al. [43] water potential (SHI08). The Q e geometry corresponds to the minimum on the SHI08 surface, which is not the same as the monomer minimum on the HBB surface. The SHI08 minimum must be used in the corrections for them to be consistent.
A dimer correction was not included as calculations involving corrections to the HBB2 surface with the highly accurate six-dimensional CCpol8s dimer PES owing to Cencek et al. [32] were problematic because of the calculations being performed with the monomers in the vibrational ground state geometry: this introduced a double-counting correction error, when combined with the monomer correction, for the monomer motion.
For all methods, the effective potentials come from vibrationally averaging over DVR3D [44] wave functions for the water monomers. The software uses a DVR grid based on a number of radial points, n r , and angular points, n q . For energy levels up to 20 000 cm −1 , values of n r = 29 and n q = 40 have been shown to give highly accurate results [43, 45, 46] . However, to reduce the cost of computation of the expectation values, we have shown that changing the Morse parameters and reducing the basis can give good results up to 12 000 cm −1 for values of n r = 7 and n q = 24 [37] .
The calculation of the dimer VRT levels is performed using the Hamiltonian of Brocks et al. [21] . The methodology is explained in some detail by Groenenboom et al. [23] , and so only briefly covered here. An angular basis constructed as a direct product of rotor functions is employed for both the monomer rotations, D
, where j X corresponds to the angular momenta of monomer X , and D (J ) * MK to the overall dimer rotation. For H 2 O, energy convergence of the dimer levels was found for a j max X value of 11 [23] . However, for the excited state calculations, the j max X value had to be reduced to 8 to make the calculations possible.
The effective potential is given as an expansion over rotor functions in the angular coordinates [23] up to some maximum values of L X . These are truncated to L max X = 8, which has been shown to give good convergence to the full problem [23] . The angular integrals required to compute the R-dependent coefficients in the expansion of the potential are performed using L ± , which are used to label the water dimer VRT energy levels with non-excited monomers.
For the excited state calculations, we use G 4 symmetry which only regards the hydrogen interchange on the acceptor unit as a feasible tunnelling mechanism.
(b) Vibrational band intensities
The monomer vibrational band intensity, i m |m|i n , required by equation (2.4) can be evaluated using fairly standard theory. Following Le Sueur et al. [47] , the dipole moments are rotated into Eckart coordinates and evaluated using the program DIPJ0 [48] , which calculates vibrational band intensities within the framework of DVR3D. However, the real issues are (i) what are the appropriate monomer wave functions to use and (ii) what dipole surface should one use?
The obvious choice in monomer wave functions is between free-monomer wave functions and ones perturbed by the dimer environment. Given that the dimer environment provides a contribution to overall dipole moment and that the two water monomers experience rather different perturbations owing to the dimer, unperturbed wave functions are unlikely to yield good results.
By the same logic, although there are very good dipole surfaces available for the water monomer [49, 50] , these cannot be used unaltered for dimer calculations. In this work, we use the full-dimensional, ab initio dipole moment surface of Wang et al. [42] corrected using the high-accuracy, ab initio monomer CVR dipole surface of Lodi et al. [49] in a manner analogous to the potential corrections discussed above.
Results
Seven sets of results are given for the techniques outlined below.
1. Fixed-monomer EQ method where the monomer units are fixed in the equilibrium geometry, Q e . 2. Fixed-monomer VGS where the water units are fixed at Q 0 . This is the normal approach to solve the dimer problem when both monomers are in their ground state. 3. Free-monomer VAP six-dimensional approach uses unperturbed monomer wave functions with full six-dimensional averaging. 4. Free-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional/EQ approach uses partial averaging with an expansion point for the perturbation from the other monomer (when averaged) fixed at the EQ geometry. 5. Free-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional again uses partial averaging but with the expansion point being the VGS geometry. The VGS notation is dropped as this is the standard (3 + 3)-dimensional technique that we use in the following two methods. 6. Perturbed-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional approach which uses perturbed monomer wave functions with partial (3 + 3)-dimensional averaging. 7. Coupled-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional approach where we calculate the wave functions at each dimer grid point and again use only partial averaging to keep the calculations tractable.
The results of using these models on the accuracy of reproducing the observed parameters of the water dimer with the monomers in the ground state are summarized in table 2; results of the individual calculations are extensive and are available from the first author on request. It is clear that the free-monomer six-dimensional VAP method and the free-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional/GS approach are the worst in reproducing the band origins. However, all methods give a similar level of accuracy. This is true for the band origins, interchange splittings and rotational constants.
When compared with the results using the HBB+SHI08 [37] , there is a marked improvement in the reproduction of the dimer vibrational band origins for the HBB2+SHI08 potential, seemingly at the expense of the rotational constants. The level of improvement to the band origins more than justifies the use of the newer potential. We note that the interchange splittings remain relatively unchanged.
The most accurate results are reported for the free-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional approach and the coupled-monomer method. This is to be expected as the free-monomer averaging approaches involve unperturbed wave functions. The perturbed-monomer approach again will overestimate the dimer interaction as the same (highly) perturbed donor and acceptor wave functions are averaged across the dimer grid. The averaged geometry calculations may work better because rather than averaging over the potential itself (which will introduce small errors in the two examples above), we use an average value for the geometry where
The averaged geometry calculations actually perform slightly better than the coupled-monomer method but only slightly. However, the latter method allows us to probe dimer spectra, where the monomers are excited, which is the aim of this work. Note that the free-monomer VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional/EQ and VAP (3 + 3)-dimensional results give very similar results here, in comparison with the fixed-geometry EQ and VGS results. However, this is to be expected as the averaging is performed on the vibrational ground state for each respective molecule.
In table 3, we give the fundamental stretching and bending transitions for all six water monomer vibrational states in the dimer. For comparison, we included the frequencies of these six modes calculated using HCAO and VPT2 methods from Kjaergaard et al. [18] , as well as experimental values from matrix isolation and jet-cooled studies [41, 51, 52] . The coupled-monomer method seems to give reasonable results for the acceptor and donor bending modes, as well as the symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes on the acceptor and the free OH stretch on the donor. However, the results for the donor-bound OH stretching mode do not compare as well with the experiment as those given by the VPT2 study: the shift induced by the hydrogen bonding interaction is underestimated by around 43 cm −1 (on average). We suspect that this is because of the potential itself, as the monomer-corrected potential may affect the couplings between the monomer and dimer potentials, which will be particularly important for the bound OH stretch. It is worth noting that there is an improvement seen when compared with the HCAO study as the HOH-bending modes are reproduced to a much better accuracy here. Figure 1 compares vibrational band intensities calculated using various approximations for the dipole surface. As a benchmark, band intensities for the unperturbed monomer are given. These were calculated with the CVR dipole moment surface of Lodi et al. [49] and unperturbed monomer wave functions computed using the SHI08 potential energy surface. This calculation, as it makes no allowance for the dimer environment, gives identical intensities for absorption by the donor and acceptor water molecule.
The other models used a cut through the full dipole moment surface of the dimer. In the first case, this cut was taken for each (donor or acceptor) monomer with all other coordinates frozen at their equilibrium values. These results probably underestimate the effect of the dimer environment since this is not symmetric as the molecule vibrates about its equilibrium geometry. Some allowance is made for this in the perturbed model where cuts are taken through the dimer dipole moment surface with other geometric parameters frozen at their equilibrium values except for distance between the water monomer centre-of-masses, R, which was reduced by about 10 per cent to 5.3a 0 .
There remains very limited experimental data to be compared with our calculated band intensities. However, band water dimer cross sections have been measured by Paynter et al. [54] for the 1200-8000 cm −1 region. A comparison with this work suggests that around 1500 and 5400 cm −1 our band intensities are a little too weak. The band at around 3700 cm −1 , where the first stretches are significantly too weak, has also been studied in helium droplets [55] . However, the band at around 7200 cm −1 is in excellent agreement. This is consistent with the approximations in our basic Franck-Condon model which are likely to become more reliable as the level of excitation increases. We note that very recently work has been reported on absorption by the water dimer in a neon matrix that spans frequencies throughout the infrared [56] . This work will be used as the basis for future comparisons.
Conclusions
We propose a model for the calculation of dimer overtone spectra based on approaches for separating dimer from monomer motions within a binary complex. We analyse a number of methods of using this separation for calculating the rotation-vibration states of the water dimer as well as the intensity of the overtone transitions.
For the averaging approaches, we show that partial, or (p + p)D, approaches where the monomer vibrations are frozen in either the equilibrium or vibrational ground state geometry while averaging is performed on the other monomer's modes perform equally well as, if not better than, the full 2pD averaging approach. Computationally, this is extremely important as this reduces a p 2 problem to a 2p one, which makes the donor and acceptor nuclear motion calculations at each dimer grid point tractable.
In addition, it can be seen that these coupled-monomer approaches reproduce the low-lying VRT levels to the best accuracy when compared with all the averaging approaches considered here. However, the VGS method, commonly used for dimer calculations when both monomers are in their vibrational ground state, performs slightly better in comparison. For excited monomer problems, for which the VGS method is not easily applicable, the coupled-monomer methodology should be even more important. However, the perturbed-monomer approach may provide a very good approximation to the coupled-monomer approach.
The fundamental bending and stretching transitions for the monomers in the dimer are well represented with the coupled-monomer method: the frequency shifts compare well with previous theoretical values and experiment. The exception being the bound OH mode which does not compare that well with experiment and previous VPT2 calculations. We suspect this may be owing to the potential itself, since to obtain accurate shifts requires the dimer potential surface to be corrected for the monomer motion. This may adversely affect the couplings between the two potentials, particularly in the bound OH stretch mode.
Our objective is to augment the calculations presented here with solutions of the dimer problems involving excitation of one of the monomers. This is of particular importance for modelling the quasi-continuum atmospheric absorption owing to the water dimer at near-infrared and visible wavelengths. However, at atmospheric temperatures, it is necessary to consider every vibrational state of the dimer. This is a computationally challenging problem which is made more difficult by the loss of symmetry caused by the excitation of one of the dimers. Work is progressing in this direction.
